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MOBILE

PREVENTION

Potential
dangers of
SAMMY app

AIDS epidemic remembered

BY CINTHIA LOERA
Staff Writer
San Jose State launched its own mobile
app this summer as a way for students to
connect with each other and learn about
campus resources.
The SAMMY app, as it’s called, has
accumulated over 17,000 downloads,
Sonja Daniels, Associate Vice President of
Campus Life, said.
Some students have used the application’s
“Community” news feed to sell items.
The app is run by the mobile company
OOHLALA and SJSU’s Campus Life
team. Daniels said the team does not
regulate sales and exchanges made
between students on campus through
the app.
“All users on the app are a part of the
SJSU community and safety is always
important,” Daniels said. “So tips like
meeting on campus in a public area would
be suggested.”
Business marketing senior Giovanni
Valdivia started using the app in August.
He said he likes that students are using
the app to sell items and feels safer
knowing all users are SJSU students.
Only current SJSU students, faculty or
staff can have a profile on the app, which
gives them access to the community news
feed, messaging feature and the ability to
check into events on campus. Those who
are simply visiting the app can only view
the home page which gives them general
information on events, campus services and
student organizations.
Students, faculty and staff must sign into
the app with their SJSU account information
in order to use all of its features.
Valdivia’s advice to students who are
buying and selling via the app is to be
careful when meeting with people.
“Bring a friend, maybe two,” Valdivia
said. “Also, show up early to the meetup
location so you can scout [it out] and
make sure it’s not a gang of people just
waiting on you to slip.”
English junior Marty De La Fuente
returned to SJSU this fall, after a 26 year
break in his studies. De La Fuente said
although he thinks the idea of the app
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Bonnie Sugiyama, Director of the Pride Center and Gender Equity Center, explains fl avored condoms for oral sex to psychology senior
Jackie Renderos and health science junior Marcella Navas on Wednesday. World AIDS day is recognized every year on Dec. 1.

BY KRISTIN LAM
Executive Editor
Tables covered with condoms and sexual
health informational flyers lined the
Seventh Street Plaza on Wednesday for
San Jose State’s annual World AIDS Day
resource and educational fair.
Usually observed on Dec. 1, World
AIDS Day raises awareness about human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and
AIDS-related illnesses.
The issue hits home for Martha Gebru,
a Roots Community Health Center
health navigator and post-baccalaureate
molecular development and cellular
biology student.
“I have multiple family members who
have passed away from HIV,” Gebru
said. “I’m Ethiopian and I hear about
people back home who’ve passed away
from AIDS and HIV.”
Roots, an African-American health
care center, partnered with Getting to
Zero Santa Clara County-Silicon Valley
to address the prevalence of HIV in the

African-American community.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control
and
Prevention,
AfricanAmericans are the racial group most
affected by HIV in the United States.
While representing 12 percent of the
country’s population in 2015, they made
up 45 percent of HIV diagnoses in 2015.
Candelario Franco, a project manager of
Getting to Zero, said the initiative aims to
reduce HIV infections and deaths related
to AIDS, as well as combat stigma and
discrimination in Santa Clara County. He
added that HIV disproportionately affects
other communities as well.
“One in every four Latino men will
contract HIV in their lifetime,” Franco
said. “That is too alarming for me. We’re
also talking about women, trans women,
and those who inject drugs. Those
populations are where we’re still seeing an
increased number of new diagnoses.”
In Santa Clara County, Franco said that
the Latino community has seen the largest
increase in the last seven years.
“As a Latino, it was my responsibility to

inform my community, make them aware
and do my best to translate as much as I
can,” Franco said. “[I also wanted] to
provide as much information as I can, as
well as be sort of a face and spokesperson
to really get the word out.”
Local organizations such as Mar Monte
Planned Parenthood and Asian Americans
for Community Involvement, which offers
health services in Vietnamese, Spanish and
English, also participated in the resource
fair. Wellness and Health Promotion, the
Pride Center and the Gender Equity Center
organized the event along with the Santa
Clara County Public Health Department.
At the county public health tables,
workers offered condoms, lubricants,
safe sex information and AIDS ribbons.
Students could also do a free rapid HIV
test inside a bus. After using a cotton swab
to collect saliva from their cheek, students
found out their results from the Oraquick
Rapid Antibody Test in 20 minutes.
Patricia Zerrato, a Santa Clara County
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Students face possible safety
concerns riding on VTA
BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
News Editor

ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ | SPARTAN DAILY
Students prepare to board the Winchester train at the San Antonio South stop in
downtown San Jose on Wednesday.

With an earlier sunset, finals and colder
weather approaching, some students who
ride Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) are concerned over their
safety when going home.
“It’s definitely scary, especially now that
it gets darker earlier,” sociology senior
Abigail Medina said. “Being a girl and
walking to the light rail station, even if
it’s a couple blocks away from campus, is
definitely scary.”
Medina added that she takes several
precautions when she walks to catch the
Santa Teresa train. She stays off her phone,
doesn’t listen to music and carries pepper
spray with her at all times.
As students prepare for finals, some are
staying on campus to study and work on
projects, so they leave at a later time.
Along with students, some homeless
individuals use the light rail services for

shelter and warmth. Several students have
voiced their concerns over disruptions and
disputes that occur inside buses and trains.
“You never really know who’s going to
get on,” computer science senior Abed
Abugherir said. “Sometimes you have
mischievous teenagers, homeless people
that are just disruptive. Sometimes you’re
just scared to get on.”
The Mercury News reported that a man
was shot in the face early in the morning on
Oct. 31 as he was bicycling near the Capitol
VTA Light Rail station in San Jose.
The man, who was described as middleaged, was struck by a projectile and then
taken to the hospital. The Santa Teresa line
runs through the Capitol station as well as
the Paseo de San Antonio stop, where many
students use because it is two blocks away
from campus.
In another instance, university police
Sgt. John Laws was assaulted by a couple
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Santa Clara County Public Health offers free rapid HIV testing. The
cotton swab saliva test takes 20 minutes.
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is great, he wishes there was
somebody moderating unsafe
behavior he has seen on the
news feed.
“People post what dorms they
live in and even their room
numbers,” De La Fuente said.
“And when people post their
entire school schedule they’re
giving others an opportunity
to [potentially stalk them].”
He also mentioned how
uneasy he feels about some
students posting offers for
rides to cities as far as Los
Angeles and San Diego.
De La Fuente added that
he’d prefer if the app had
designated sections for majors
or departments so he could see
content that is more relevant
and less confusing.
An article published by ABC
News in August addressed the
dangers around apps such as
Letgo and OfferUp, which are
specifically meant for selling
and trading items.
“Anytime you’re dealing with
strangers, your risk level of

health education specialist,
said two counselors talked to
students about resources in the
bus’s private rooms to follow up
on the results.
Last year, Zerrato said that 35
SJSU students used the bus’s
testing services in three and a
half hours.
Organizers
also
offered
two workshops, “HIV 101”
and “GetPrEPared” in the
Wellness Center which provided
information on the virus and Pre

Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP).
According to flyers provided by
Roots, PrEP is a daily medication
that helps prevent infection
before exposure to HIV.
Adrian Campos, an outreach
worker for the Bill Wilson
Center — a youth homeless
center, said a lot of stigma
surrounds PrEP. He added that
people think that it’s only for
the gay male population when
everyone can use it.
“There’s this misconception
that if you’re taking PrEP, you’re
having all this unprotected sex,”
Campos said. “It can be seen as
slut shaming. [People who take
PrEP say it] makes them feel

something bad happening goes
up,” former police detective
Steven Kardin told ABC News.
He said safety issues come
up when choosing a specific
location to meet someone.
ABC News also mentioned
that cities around the country
are beginning to create
designated meetup spots for
those making transactions
through these apps.
These areas are meant
to reduce safety risks by
preventing
people
from
having to give out personal
information, such as their
address to strangers.
Daniels said that when
students have complaints
about others misusing the app,
they have the ability to flag a
post for being inappropriate.
“The company can remove
postings and our administrator
access can also allow us to
remove a posting,” Daniels
said. “Complaints will be
addressed on a case by case
basis to review the concern.”

Follow Cinthia on Twitter
@cinthia_loera

safer and makes them feel that
like they’re taking control of
their own sexual health.”
As
Congress
discusses
changes to the Affordable
Care Act which affects HIV
and AIDS issues, Campos
explained he finds additional
purpose in doing outreach.
“It’s important to be present
and say that there’s still work
to be done, regardless of what’s
happening in the political
climate,” Campos said.
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ILLUSTRATION BY MARCI SUELA

of gang members in front
of the Hammer Theatre on
Nov. 21 — only a couple
feet from the San Antonio
stop on Second Street.
He was hospitalized and
treated for bruises.
With these two incidents
occurring less than one
month apart, VTA is taking
precaution in order to ensure
the safety of its riders.
“We
enhanced
our
security
by
staffi ng
more
deputies
and
security
personnel
to
monitor our system and
customers,” said Linh
Hoang, Communications
and Media Spokesperson
for VTA. “In addition,
Allied Universal Security
and VTA fare inspectors
routinely patrol our system
to respond to incidents and
suspicious activity.”
VTA light rail for the
Santa Teresa and Alum
Rock line runs from 5:31
a.m. to 12:46 a.m. during

Follow Kristin on Twitter
@kristinslam

weekdays — roughly 19
hours. Some busses stop
their services at about
11 p.m. on weekdays
depending on the kind of
bus line.
San Jose State has a large
percentage of students
who
are
considered
commuter students, some
of whom drive or take
public transportation.
According to the SJSU
Transportation Solutions,
a survey conducted in the
fall of 2015, 35.3 percent
of students used services
by the VTA.
Students and employees
of the university are able to
receive an Eco Pass Clipper
card, allowing them to use
any kind of VTA bus and
light rail service.
“I try to walk with a friend
or a group of friends when
I leave late,” art junior
Claire Zirbes said. “But
when I walk alone, I’m just
super alert and aware of
my surroundings.”
Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove

Poor walking technique
causes long-term effects
BY NOE MAGANA
Staff Writer
Placing one foot in front of the other
seems simple enough, but not using the
right technique can cause extra force on
the body’s joints.
“Walking is the one thing we do the
most,” kinesiology lecturer Robyn York
said. “Encouraging poor habits can lead
to chronic pain, increased injury risk,
further muscle imbalances and generally
a lower quality of life.”
York is the instructor of Kinesiology
158: Biomechanics. The course focuses
on the relationship of structural
and mechanical principles of the
musculoskeletal system to the analysis
of human performance, according to the
description provided by San Jose State.
According to Livestrong, an organization
that focuses on health, walking takes several
steps that we don’t give much thought to
because it is an everyday activity.
The process includes the hips acting as a
motor, planning out the path, overpronation
— putting weight on the inside of the foot
when planting it — and oversupination —
putting weight on the outside of the foot.
Computer engineering senior Jose
Kuan said he twisted his ankle when
he was playing basketball so he went to
therapy to alleviate the pain.
“Because of that therapy, I went to the
doctor to check it out. I know that my
feet do not rest naturally,” Kuan said.
“Mine are more into the side.”
York said there are approximately six
phases of a gait cycle — the process of
raising one foot from the ground until it
is planted on the ground again. It is the
equivalent of taking two steps.
The phases are heel strike, flat foot,
mid-stance, heel off, toe off and midswing. During the gait cycle, 60 percent of
walking is contact with both feet and the
ground, also known as double stance.
It is especially important for people who
have diabetes to be aware of their gait pattern.
York said diabetics often cannot feel the
bottoms of their feet very well, a condition
called peripheral neuropathy.

“They begin to change their gait pattern
and have higher forces on the forefoot than
normal,” York said. “These forces increase the
chances of the person forming an ulcer, which
is difficult to heal [because of] diabetes.”
Foot ulcers form when the skin tissue
breaks down and exposes the layers
underneath, according to healthline.com.
One way people can be more aware of
their gait pattern is to notice the change
in distance between their feet and the
speed at which they walk.
When you walk at a normal to slow pace,
the horizontal distance between your feet
should be the same as the width of your
hip. As you increase the speed, the distance
should decrease until almost reaching a
straight line, according to Livestrong.
If your feet do not get closer, do not
force yourself to correct the distance
without talking to a specialist because
it could lead to knee pain.
Another aspect that people don’t give
much thought to is watching their path.
Not watching several feet ahead of where
we are going to step can lead to not
stepping down correctly — putting more
weight on either side of the foot.
York said the most common reasons people
develop poor gait patterns are muscular
weakness and injury to the lower extremity.
“Determining which muscles are weaker
is the first step in a muscular imbalance.
Ensuring that a person follows a physical
therapy program to strengthen the
appropriate muscles will often times result
in a corrected gait pattern,” York said.
York said that walking with the toes
pointing in or out is because of muscle
imbalances. She suggests visiting a gait
analysis center or physical therapy clinic
to be assessed by a trained therapist.
“If you are experiencing joint pain while
walking, please go get it checked out,” York
said. “It could be as simple as completing a
short physical therapy program to help get
rid of the pain, weakness and injury risk.

Follow Noe on Twitter
@NoeMaganaR
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Christmas in the Park warms up SJ’s cold nights
1

2

3

4

MOHAMED BAFAKIH | SPARTAN DAILY
(1) The two-acre Plaza de Cesar Chavez Park in downtown San Jose is transformed into
a holiday spectacular known as Christmas in the Park, which is in its 38th year. (2) San
Jose resident Liam Campos peeks into the snowman peep board Tuesday night. (3) The
signature snowman gourmet hot chocolate awaits San Jose resident Jessica Sendejo. (4)
A dazzling 58-foot tree from Mount Shasta is lit up and decorated at the 38th annual
Christmas in the Park.
Follow Mohamed on Twitter
@moe_fresco

Professor’s homemade vegan
goods are hidden treasures
BY LOVINA POVEL
Staff Writer
Before Mexican-American studies
(MAS) professor Alicia Casas received
her masters in MAS from San Jose
State, she had a passion for baking.
Growing up as a second-generation
Mexican-American in the East Bay
fueled her love for combining the best
of American and Mexican treats. She
was raised around both Mexican and
American culture and when she decided
to go vegan, she struggled to find
desserts and treats that tasted good.
Casas used her upbringing and
newfound vegan lifestyle to create
Jaguar Bakers, her own homemade
variety of vegan baked goods which
she debuted in April at the Japanese
Farmer’s Market in downtown San Jose.
“It’s part of who I am,” Casas said.
“What’s fun is putting the Mexican
flavors and influences into traditional
American desserts like trying to figure
out how to to put a churro in a brownie.”
Casas and her sister, Mari, have
educated every weekend to their baked
goods since they first opened the doors
to Jaguar Bakers. According to Mari,
the two spend their Saturdays in the
kitchen baking away and begin early on
Sunday mornings to table and sell at the
farmer’s market.
Before diving into the pastries, I had
never really tried any vegan baked
goods. I was a little reluctant, so I
grabbed the most familiar looking
cookie first. This turned out to be the
most interesting cookie of them all.
On first try, the cookie tasted like
any regular cinnamon cookie, but the
taste quickly transformed into spicy
cinnamon, Big Red goodness.
The Mexican chocolate snickerdoodle
became an instant favorite. The spicy
cayenne kick and sugary cinnamon
coating tasted great together.
Next up were the cowboy cookies. At
first glance, they looked like a typical
chocolate chip cookie. After giving
them a taste, they were crunchy on
the outside and soft in the center. The
cupcake minis and chocolate almond
tartlets followed, each with a unique
twist of flavor after every bite.

LOVINA POVEL | SPARTAN DAILY
Alicia Casas’ cowboy cookie is a crowd
pleaser at the Japantown Farmers Market.

The things that stood out to me the
most were the ingredients Alicia used.
Since she wants to focus on combining
veganism with good-tasting treats, she
uses ingredients like non-dairy milk,
flax seeds and almond flour. She said
these ingredients add a healthy kick to
each of her recipes.
“Having vegan desserts is a way of
thinking of what you’re eating in a more
healthful way,” Alicia said. “It’s a more
humane way of enjoying something that
is supposed to be pleasurable.”
A majority of the fruits and vegetables she
uses come from local farms. I tried a mini
cupcake that Alicia decorated with a tiny
blackberry. Alicia wants to work toward
making her recipes 100 percent organic.
“I found this baker from the Metro
papers article,” San Jose resident Bruce
Takeo Akizuki said. “I’m really excited
to find a good vegan treat to try so close
to home.”
Jaguar Bakers is set to have their first
pop-up event at the SoFa Market on
Dec. 17.

Follow Lovina on Twitter
@lpavss
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Cat lounge offers alternate way to adopt feline friends

BY KAYLEE LAWLER
Staff Writer
Walking into The Dancing Cat
lounge, a wave of calmness comes
over you while cat structures
surround the space.
Cat toys are in a bowl and felines
bathe in sun rays on couches.
This
is
where
volunteers
recommend that guests play with
adoptable cats.
Long-term rescue volunteers and
The Dancing Cat founders Anne
Chasson and Mary Rubin modeled
their lounge after other cat cafes in
the Bay Area.
“Seeing the success of Cat Town
Cafe really inspired us to go for it,”
Chasson said.
Located on 702 East Julian
Street, just a 20-minute walk from
campus, The Dancing Cat opened
in May 2015 initially as a shortterm pop-up shop.
After a big success in the area,
The Dancing Cat reopened its
doors a year later.
The cat cafe is a cage-free lounge
for cats.
Visitors can grab a toy and approach
the cats if they want to play.
Among the roaming felines and

rogue tails, operations manager at
The Dancing Cat Lauren Slayton
spends 30 hours a week, helping
guests, taking care of the cats and
working on the company’s social
media pages.
“I love being with cats,” Slayton
said. “I used to work in finance and
that was really stressful, so now
I’m spending so much time with
kitties, it’s awesome.”
Cats are rescued from the San Jose
Animal Care Center by volunteers.
“This is a space where it is
about education,” Co-Founder
& President at Silicon Valley
Pet Project Melissa Lisbon said.
“[People] can really learn about
how to approach cats, especially
with adult cats.”
San Jose resident Anastasia
Fefilova came in all smiles,
hoping to interact with the cats.
Because she travels, it would be
hard for her to take care of a cat if
she adopted one.
“I just miss having pets in my
house,” Fefilova said. “This is a
great opportunity to come and
spend some [time] with cats, enjoy
their company and not worry
about having to take care of
them.”

The Dancing Cat does not take
cats off the streets, but provide
resources on their website for pet
owners if they find themselves in
a situation where they cannot care
for their cats.
“There’s a lot of different situations
that people can find themselves in
that might require them to re-home
a cat,” said Slayton.
If visitors are interested in
adopting a furry friend, they apply
for adoption and if it goes through,
the cat gets delivered to the its
new home.
Visitors can schedule an hour
of visiting time with the cats in
residence or put together a birthday
party or event.
The Dancing Cat asks for a $10
admission donation for adults and
$5 for children under the age of 10
for an hour.
All proceeds go toward the lounge
and care of the cats that live there.
KAYLEE LAWLER | SPARTAN DAILY

Follow Kaylee on Twitter
@kayleelawler94

(Left) The Dancing Cat welcomes all who want to hang out
with cats or look for a forever feline friend. (Top Right) While
waiting for her forever family to pick her up, Clementine
hangs out in one of the many cat structures. (Bottom)
After living at The Dancing Cat for 200 days, adoptable
Athena is ready to go home with a loving family.

Downtown San Jose gallery
features local artists
BY LOVINA POVEL
Staff Writer
An array of colorful creations hang on
the walls of an art gallery within walking
distance of San Jose State University.
KALEID, which is Greek for beauty
and form, is a curated gallery that
officially opened in December 2006.
The 6,000-square-foot retail space
contains the art of over 80 artists from
the Bay Area, primarily the South Bay.
The first thing that can be seen when
walking into the gallery is the KALEID
feature wall, where two in-house artists’
artworks are displayed during a group
showcase each month.
“This month, we have a group show of
over 50 artists showcasing their stuff,”
manager Donny Foley said. “It rotates
once a month, but it’s exciting to see
fresh and exciting work from different
artists each month. The ideas that come
from our artists are some of the best.”
Every first Friday of the month the
gallery debuts two featured exhibits by
selected artists.
The artists are present to speak about
their work and answer questions to
spectators and people who are interested in
purchasing pieces for sale.
KALEID artists also host a free,
monthly two-dollar art sale called Two
Buck Tuesdays, every third Tuesday of
the month.Postcard-sized original works
of art by dozens of artists are available
for purchase. The evening includes live
demos, workshops, sketch sessions,
music and special performances.
“I like coming in here to check out the
trinkets they have for sale,” San Jose
resident Colleen Wan said. “I’d still
consider this place a hole in the wall

even with such a large layout. It’s like a
hidden gem.”
In general, the gallery showcases a
variety of individual exhibits for each
artist. The artists range from young and
emerging to the well-accomplished.
One of the exhibits belongs to Los
Angeles-born artist Michelle Waters,
who has a display of her work that is
focused on the intelligence of animals.
Some of her paintings depict squirrels
with thought bubbles in various
languages and cats replacing Jesus
Christ in some of the most famous
Christian paintings.
“It has always seemed strange to me
that we talk about finding intelligent
life on other planets when we have
plenty right here on Earth,” Waters
said. “The natural world is now under
attack like never before. In response,
I’m drawn to making art about all that
is still beautiful in the world and all that
needs protection.”
Luis Jorge Mieses, a San Jose sculptor,
also has an exhibit at KALEID, where
his taxidermy work is displayed. Whole
preserved animals or parts of animals,
such as their skins, that are embodied
into sculptures are seen as the restoration
of life, Mieses said.
Artists from outside of the Bay Area
often bring their work to KALEID. Ron
Campbell, the animator and director
behind “The Beatles” cartoon TV show
from 1965 brought his cartoon work to a
show at the gallery in late January 2017.
Admission to the KALEID gallery is free
and open every Tuesday through Sunday.
Follow Lovina on Twitter
@lpavss

Correction
On Tuesday Dec. 5 the Spartan Daily published an article titled
“Joy! Brings delight to SJ just in time for the holidays” where Diane
Wasnak was misidentified as Diane Pino. The Spartan Daily regrets
this error.
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SJSU is a long way from being a destination school
1

2

NOE MAGANA | SPARTAN DAILY
(1) Four vehicles exit the top level of the West Garage due to a lack of parking spots on Monday morning. (2) The top level of the south garage did not have any open spaces either.

Noe Magana
Staff Writer

D

riving in bumper-to-bumper traffic
on I-280 and Highway 101 four days
a week is something familiar to me.
To make it to class on time, I leave my
house in Hollister at least one hour and 30
minutes before it starts.
When I read or hear President Mary
Papazian say San Jose State is not a
commuter school, I cannot help but roll
my eyes and calculate how many hours
I’ve spent stuck in a car. At times I wish
I owned a self-driving car, so I could
study during my commute — but then I
remember I get car sick and throw that
idea out the window.
Music education senior David Sanchez
said he sees SJSU as a commuter school
because most students just attend classes
and then leave to go back home.
Papazian said in her Fall Welcome
Address in August that there are an
estimated 15,000 students that live within

three miles of campus.
“Let there be no doubt: San Jose State is
a destination campus,” Papazian said.
There are 33,409 students enrolled
at SJSU, according to Institutional
Effectiveness & Analytics. This means
less than half of students live on campus or
within a few miles.

“As much as Papazian
would like to see
the school become a
destination campus these
things make it seem
almost impossible.”

Kinesiology sophomore Kristina Dang said
she lives 15 minutes from school and knows
other people that live outside of downtown,
including someone who lives in Gilroy.
“The school in general is really good, but
it’s more of a local school” Dang said.

EARLY BIRD
LOOKING FOR
EASY WORK?
Work for the Spartan Daily!

The Spartan Daily has open
positions for our newspaper carrier
role. This is a paid job and will only
require you to work every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursay morning.
Earn $12/hr 3 days a week from
6:30-8:30 AM.
Contact (408) 924-3283 for more
information!

She added that because it is a local
school, it allows students to live outside of
downtown and surrounding cities which
can be more affordable.
We do not need to dig deep into statistics
to figure out a lot of students are traveling
far enough to drive to school. This semester
the school had to use overflow parking for
over a month to accommodate students.
Assistant Parking Manager Denny
Yau said this had not happened since he
took over the position seven years ago, as
reported by the Spartan Daily in October.
He added it was normal to use overflow
parking for two or three days only.
Another telling event occurred before the
fall semester began. The school notified
more than 600 students that it didn’t have
enough space to house them on campus in
June, according to the Mercury News.
As much as Papazian would like to see the
school become a destination campus, these
things make it seem almost impossible.
The university can house a limited
number of students, so if it wants to get
more students to live on campus, then
new dorms need to be created. Being
downtown, it seems like there is no more
land on which to build new rooms.

A second option is helping students find
housing in apartments near campus. The
problem is landlords are asking for higher
prices because demand keeps increasing.
Undergraduate students pay $15,212 for
housing and meal plans in a school year,
according to SJSU’s Common Data Set
2016-2017.
Abodo.com has listings of studios for rent
near campus that are about $2,483 a month.
Abodo is a real estate listing website.
It’s hard for students to afford prices that
high so they, like me, figure it’s cheaper to
pay for gas than convenience.
As of Nov. 30, I spent $771.89 on gas
and a semester parking permit. I did not
include the two oil changes I’ve done to the
car which were about $40 each.
It would be an incredible experience
to live near campus but it’s a luxury I
cannot afford.

Follow Noe on Twitter
@NoeMaganaR

Miss Universe pageant takes
a huge step toward equality
Salvatore Maxwell
Staff Writer

A

beauty pageant contestant just
made history by becoming the first
contestant with Down syndrome to
compete in Miss Minnesota 2017, and that
is exactly what the beauty industry needs.
According to the National Down
Syndrome Society, “Typically, the
nucleus of each cell contains 23 pairs of
chromosomes, half of which are inherited
from each parent. Down syndrome occurs
when an individual has a full or partial
extra copy of chromosome 21.”
Mikayla Holmgren, 22, took a chance
to participate in Miss Minnesota after
winning the Junior Miss Amazing
competition, which is a pageant that is
held for women with disabilities.
In an interview with TODAY, Sandi
Holmgren, Mikayla’s mother, discussed
the events leading up to the event. She
mentioned how she did not realize the
importance of her daughter competing
for Miss America.
“It didn’t really hit me that it was the
Miss USA, Miss Universe pageant. There
are so many pageants,” Sandi said in an
interview with TODAY. “She chose the
pageants of pageants and I got nervous.”

“She has proven
that you can truly
accomplish what you
set your mind to, and
having a disability is
not a crutch.”

Mikayla was confident that she
wanted to change society’s beauty
standards and use her platform to
highlight Down syndrome.

“I want others to believe in
themselves,” she said. Before she
stepped onto the stage, Mikayla sent
her mother a text about how she felt: “I
am thankful for the stage, a place for
awareness of Down syndrome.”
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, “Approximately
one in every 700 babies in the United
States is born with Down syndrome,
making Down syndrome the most
common chromosomal condition. About
6,000 babies with Down syndrome are
born in the United States each year.”
Being one of so many beautiful
human beings, Mikayla is an inspiration
because she is taking Down syndrome to
places it has never been. She has proven
that you can truly accomplish what you
set your mind to and having a disability
is not a crutch.
Although she did not win the pageant,
she gained two awards, the Spirit Award
and Directors Award, according to
Huffington Post.
Mikayla will forever be a winner in my
book because of the triumphant mark she
has left for many others.
“I think it’s amazing that we had the
first contestant with Down syndrome
to compete,” English senior MacKenna
Perryman said. “She is a role model
and a game changer, and that’s what
organizations like the [Miss Universe]
pageants need.”
Credit should also be given to the
Miss Minnesota pageant competition for
allowing a broad diversity of women to
enter into their pageants.
According to ABC news, prior to
Mikayla, they had Halima Aden, the
first woman to compete in the pageant
wearing a hijab, who would later sign
a modeling contract and appear on the
cover of Allure magazine.
Miss Universe, along with the help
from contestants like Mikayla, seem to
be leading this movement of progression
for equality for all and could lead women
to feel encouraged and confident.
Follow Salvatore on Twitter
@VinnyMaxwell95
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Eight people should not dictate the entire global economy
Jose F. Govea
Staff Writer

N

ever has my decision been as hard
as it is now to choose between Taco
Bell and Panda Express for lunch.
Nevertheless, actually buying myself food
to cook is not an option.
The irony is, I’m not talking about
choosing between ﬂavors and preferences
but instead the actual cost of food. For
many it’s a choice between paying the bills
or living lavishly.
Eating Americanized Chinese or
Mexican food may not automatically
formulate the deﬁnition of “lavish” to
most. Regardless, it may sooner or later be
considered boujee if the gap between the
rich and poor keeps widening.

“Eight men own the same wealth as the
3.6 billion people who make up the poorest
half of humanity,” Oxfam International
writer Anna Ratcliff said.
This is what complete ﬁnancial
dominance looks like and at this rate
the gap is only getting wider. If eight
billionaires have the power to inﬂuence
and shift the economy, we are truly losing
global democracy.
Let me paint a picture. Imagine a
huge pizza that’s able to feed or provide
for the whole world. Eight people own
approximately half of that gigantic pizza
and determine whether all human beings
get to eat or not.
Yes, in our world pizza isn’t the only
source of food but money is our main
source of trading, buying and investing.
Sure money isn’t the most essential
aspect in our lives, but it sure takes
over how we shape our lives and the
goals we set.
“Adults employed full time in the U.S.

report working an average of 47 hours
per week, almost a full workday longer
than what a standard ﬁve-day, 9-to-5
schedule entails,” Gallup News writer
Lydia Saad said.
Here in the United States and many other
countries, we are ﬁgurative pigs chasing an
apple hanging from a string tied to a stick.
What I’m trying to illustrate is that we’re
caught in this rat race that is never-ending.
By having the rich get richer, we as the
99 percent have to work that much harder
in order to provide for ourselves. We’re
already busting our backs and spending
our lives investing our energy working for
companies that unjustly represent us. Our
disparity may only get worse.
“For many people, they see imbalance
that those people (eight billionaires) make
more money,” industrial engineering junior
Brian Laung said.
The main argument to counter the cry
against the one percent of humans on
earth having a great amount of inﬂuence

to our global economy is that these people
have earned their spot as the richest
people on earth.
One of those eight men is our Silicon
Valley poster boy, Mark Zuckerberg. If
anyone is able to produce money at the
rate he does with Facebook, I believe that
they automatically have a responsibility to
help humanity.
One person, or in this case eight, shouldn’t
have that much inﬂuence on society. They
should invest that abundant amount of
money to help feed others or ensure that
humans have safe water sources.
I’m not saying no one deserves to live
extravagantly but once you have that much
inﬂuence, at least consider the others who
don’t have the means to pay their bills.

Follow Jose on Twitter
@GoveaJournalism
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Paid Market Study
We are recruiting subjects with
new stretch marks (red or pink in
color) to evaluate a new dressing for improving stretch mark
appearance. To participate, text
510-766-3055 or email
study@neodynebio.com

SOLUTIONS
ACROSS
1. Abundant
5. A high-pitched woodwind
10. Atop
14. Ailments
15. Unit of luminous ﬂux
16. Unusual
17. Mollycoddle
19. Bleat
20. Pelt
21. A low-mass chargeless particle
22. Prisons
23. Besmirched
25. Eras
27. Directed
28. Intellectuals
31. Propels oneself
through water
34. Mug
35. East Indian tree
36. Hearing organs
37. Tolerates
38. Abominable Snowman
39. Stir
40. Marine ___
41. High, low and neap
42. Intimate apparel
44. Downturn
45. Hoisting device

46. Greek goddess of
fertility
50. Courtroom event
52. Female ruff
54. Ribonucleic acid
55. Marries
56. Fussy
58. Midmonth date
59. Church recesses
60. A hamlet (South
African term)
61. Prying
62. Not here
63. Mimics
DOWN
1. Jazz ostinatos
2. A part of the small intestine
3. Emergency signal
4. Eastern Standard
Time
5. Bent
6. Sensational
7. Part of an ear
8. Adolescents
9. Terminate
10. Sophisticated
11. Walled
12. By mouth
13. Catches
18. Rabbits

22. One of the 4 gospels
24. Charity
26. Auspices
28. French for “Storehouse”
29. A romantic meeting
30. Slaloms
31. Secure against
leakage
32. Dry riverbed
33. Men of great
strength
34. Silkscreen
37. Brought into existence
38. Cry of pain
40. Cover with plaster
41. Clocked
43. Smooth
44. Concoct
46. Discourage
47. A group of soldiers
48. Habituate
49. Woodworking tools
50. Identical or fraternal
51. Start over
53. Anagram of “Sees”
56. Not thin
57. Actress Lupino
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Bitcoin is increasing in value but not secure enough to use
Daisuke Eguchi
Staff Writer

B

itcoin is a revolutionary invention
but it still isn’t perfect. If you are
not well-versed in computers,
you shouldn’t use it. At least I wouldn’t
use it.
Bitcoin is a digital currency that
works without a central repository or
single administrator.
Because it works through a peerto-peer network, transactions are
processed directly between the users
with the use of the cryptography. In
short, it is money in the form of a
digital file.
According to Arstechnica, bitcoin
became one of the mainstream payment
networks such as Visa and Mastercard
as the value of one bitcoin rose above

$10,000. It was $12 five years ago.
Bitcoin works great for people who
want complete control over their
transactions and keep their assets
hidden from the government.
The
emergence
of
new
technology
is
always
exciting, but bitcoin
coin
buyers still need too
be careful when
using it. One of
my concerns about
bitcoin
is
the
security aspect.
There was an
instance where my
friend was hacked
and the hacker wass
trying to get me to
purchase bitcoin.
After coming backk home
from my friend’s house late one
night, I got a text from him that said,
“Can you buy a $500 worth bitcoin gift
card and take a picture of the code on
the back?”

We’ve been friends for five years, and
he has never asked me for money. I called
him to ask about it, but he didn’t answer.
Yet the text messages kept coming.
Five minutes later, I found out his
account – a messaging
LINE acco
app – was hacked when I
saw that he posted about
it on his Facebook.
This
accident
could happen with
other gift cards.
But bitcoin is an
especially useful
tool for identity
thieves
because
it isn’t monitored
by the government
and can be targeted
an
anywhere on
by anyone
a
world.
the worl
According to Business Insider,
the more valuable the digital money
becomes, the higher the possibilities of
theft are.
Hackers send an email to people who

SPARTUNES
KRISTIN LAM: LAST CHRISTMAS - WHAM!
ISABELLE THAM: WHITE WINTER HYMNAL - FLEET FOXES
NICOLE CHUNG: BAD AND BOUJEE - MIGOS
TREVIN SMITH: MELE KALIKIMAKA - BING CROSBY
ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ: SILENT NIGHT - CELTIC WOMAN
JALENY REYES: WINTER WONDERLAND - MICHAEL BUBLÉ

have made purchases with bitcoin. That
email includes a link to a fake online
wallet website. The site looks almost
identical to that of a real online wallet and
when people log into the dummy website,
the hackers steal their information.
“Basically it’s [separate] from the
government. I think that’s great,”
professor of accounting and financing
Frank Jones said. “But this is fraud
waiting to happen.”
I agree with him. When it comes to a
payment network, the security aspect is
the most important point for me. I keep
money in my bank because I trust it to
keep my money safe.
Jones believes bitcoin itself is a great
tool but its popularity is temporary.
“I’ve heard of many people saying ‘I
don’t even know what the bitcoin was,
but I bought it because it’s going up,’”
Jones said. “Learn about it. Study it.
Follow it. But I say, ‘don’t touch it.’”
Follow Daisuke on Twitter
@dk_0126

Favorite Winter
Wonderland Song

SATVIR SAINI: LOVE IN THE SKY - THE WEEKND
LUKEE JO
JOHNSON:
OHNSON: SSILENT
ILE NIGHT - FRANK SINATRA
SARAH
AH
H KKLIEVES:
LIEVES: JJINGLE
ING BELLS - FRANK SINATRA
SELINA
NA RAMIREZ:
RAMIREZ: LOVE
LOV ON THE WEEKEND - JOHN MAYER
MAS SSOARES:
OARES: SNOWBLIND
SN
THOMAS
- BLACK SABBATH

KYLEE BAIRD: MISTLETOE - JUSTIN BIEBER

HAPPY FINALS
Good luck on all of your ﬁnals! It’s been a great semester. We
congratulate all soon-to-be graduates on their biggest
accomplishment, and congratulate all of our fellow
Spartans on another successful SJSU semester!

A Few Things To Do Between Christmas Movies

Santa Con - San Francisco
Dec 10

Christmas in the Park - San Jose
Until Jan 1

Ugly Sweater Ice Skating Justin
Herman Plaza - San Francisco
Dec 10
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San Jose State serves up new tennis facility
BY CINTHIA LOERA
Staff Writer
Players on the San Jose State
women’s tennis team screamed
with excitement when they were
surprised with the new tennis
complex at South Campus last
week. Freshman Jackie Wagner
explained how head coach Chad
Skorupka tricked the team into
unknowingly walking into the
new complex.
“We were told we were going to
run the mile, do some weights and
have practice but then we stopped
by the facility and saw that it was
ready and done,” Wagner said. “It
looked great.”
SJSU President Mary Papazian,
athletic director Marie Tuite and
SJSU boosters Rich and Cindy
Thawley held the ribbon-cutting
ceremony on Dec. 1. Skorupka and
the Thawleys donated part of the
funding for the complex.
The complex cost $1.2 million in
private funding and was completed
in just over a year. Construction
began in July of 2016, according
to Skorupka.
Because the team didn’t have
a practice facility, last season the
tennis team had to host its practices
and home matches at the Almaden
Valley Athletic Club in San Jose.
The athletic club is a 30 minute
drive from campus with traffic. The
new complex is located on campus
at the corner of Stadium Way and
10th Street.
Current sophomore Tamara
Culibrk, a freshman who was
on the championship team
last season, said she had been
anticipating the opening of the
new complex since last year and
enjoys being so close to campus
now. She recalled how satisfying
last season felt for her teammates,
who were seniors at the time,
after they mentioned how badly

they had always wanted to win
their conference.
“I think it was really important
to get back on campus so we can
have the support of other students,
all our friends and the faculty here,”
Culibrk said.
Wagner,
originally
from
Germany, said she has been waiting
for the new complex since she was
recruited last year. She mentioned
how honored she feels to join a
championship team and hopes she
can contribute to winning another
championship next season.
Skorupka said he chose to donate
the scoreboard to the new facility
because he is appreciative of the
opportunity SJSU gave him to
coach again.
“I love coaching. I really feel
strongly about this school, the
team, the athletic department and
most importantly where it’s going,”
Skorupka said. “I’m very fortunate
and worked hard to be able to be in a
situation to give back a little bit and I
look forward for that relationship to
keep on growing.”
Skorupka also mentioned that the
tennis complex isn’t solely for the
women’s team.
“We do have a San Jose State
recreation team and when we’re
travelling next semester they’re
going to be playing their home
matches here,” Skorupka said. “It’s
not just our facility. It’s all of San
Jose State’s facility as well.”
The tennis team won the
Mountain West conference last
season and Skorupka won Mountain
West Coach of the Year. The team
went on to compete in the NCAA
Division I Championship but lost to
UC Berkeley in the first round.
The women’s tennis team will
have its first home game at the new
complex on Jan. 26 against Sonoma
KAVIN MISTRY | THE SPEAR
Follow Cinthia on Twitter
@cinthia_loera

(Top) Athletic director Marie Tuite, SJSU President Mary Papazian, and Rich and Cindy Thawley cut the ribbon
at the new complex. (Bottom) SJSU tennis player Sybille Gauvan tests out the new tennis courts on Dec 1.

